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Part 1 Lacrosse Gear – What Parents Need to Know
Upgrading Gear for Novice Players
So you made it through the first year of lacrosse! Congratulations! If you are reading this
eBook your son or daughter likely got off to a great start and is willing and eager to come back
for another year of lacrosse. While the age groups may vary, the need to provide your player
with better gear that has upgraded technology to help them develop has not. Lacrosse is a
game of practice, and combined with the right technology and learning tools, your player is on
their way to having even more fun.
For many parents, they started their player
in a starter set or borrowed equipment of
some kind for the first year. Many players
may have already upgraded their sticks as
both parents and coaches recognize that a
decent, lightweight stick with a real pocket
is the key to better skill development in
both girl’s and boy’s lacrosse. You can get
away with affordable new and used entry
level padding for your child that just started
out. However, you will eventually hear
them asking for new gloves, sticks, or
other equipment. Most likely they have worn out some of their starter gear, and they have
probably tried out their friend’s equipment, and they realize in order to advance their game
they need to upgrade their equipment, even at a young age.
So when looking at the “WHAT”S NEXT” level for your son or daughter, we want to provide
you some professional guidance that will get your player to the next level without breaking the
bank.
There are several components that you need to consider. IF YOU WANT TO DO ONLY TWO
THINGS THAT WILL HAVE THE MOST SIGNIFICANT IMPACT ON YOUR PLAYERS SKILLS
- YOU CAN GET THESE AND STOP READING RIGHT HERE!!!
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THE ULTIMATE COMPLETE LACROSSE STICK FROM LAX.COM FOR YOUTH BOYS
(LINK COMING SOON)
Trust us when we say we have put together the most economical, best quality, real-pocket
complete youth boys lacrosse stick in the game. For only $89, you get amazing technology
and a collegiate-level custom strung pocket that no one else in lacrosse can even touch.
For more information about girls’ lacrosse sticks, scroll down or simply check out the best
Upgraded Complete Sticks in women’s lacrosse by clicking here.

Invest in a Good Pair of Cleats for both Boys and Girls

Cleats can get easily overlooked, but they are the power plant that keeps the rubber on the
road. Hand-me-downs, the neighbor’s football cleats that are 2 years old - good options for
the wallet, but a bad option for your child who is out there trying to run fast, plant, and keep
up with the other kids. As kids get older, and heavier, they need the traction and support that
lacrosse cleats are designed for.
Here is a quick list of the cleats we recommend (Note: The Nike Huarache has been a bestseller for 4 years running and is used by both boys and girls).
Boys’ Lacrosse Cleats
Girls’ Lacrosse Cleats
Other than that, if you want to learn more about specific components, we will give you the
complete low-down on heads, shafts, and gloves in the next few chapters for boys. Girls,
scroll down further.

Boys’ Lacrosse Heads

Each lacrosse head is created with slight variations that make some more attractive than
others at various positions and price points. Looking through the options available can
actually be quite daunting. In the second year, most newer players have not decided on a
position yet, so all you need to know is THE MOST IMPORTANT THING A SECOND YEAR PLAYER SHOULD HAVE IS A
“UNIVERSAL” HEAD THAT HAS A PROFESSIONALLY STRUNG POCKET.
Boys/Men Upgrades
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Universal or X spec heads are a little wider than regular heads. They will help a second
year player throw, catch and cradle better. Most importantly the head needs a pocket which
will release the ball smoothly and with consistency each time. The pocket also needs to be
placed towards the middle of the head so that catching is easier and the player learns to
cradle properly.
Here is a list of the best selling UNIVERSAL HEADS designed for youth players:
Nike CEO
EVO 5
Optik U
For those of you who want to
buy a professionally-strung
combo (head and shaft already
put together and strung) Lax.
com has assembled two of the
best options on the market.
GAME READY /
PROFESSIONALLY STRUNG
COMPLETE STICK STARTING
ATONLY $89
Boy’s Complete Sticks

Source: http://www.lacrosse.com

As your player becomes more advanced in year 3 and 4 you will start to get more specific
about your head choices. For year two, don’t over complicate it, stick with the best sellers,
get quality mesh and make sure it is strung by a PRO.
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Beginner
A wide faced head with a softer mesh will make catching the ball and cradling it much easier.
A flat scoop will allow beginners to pick the ball up much more easily as well.
Intermediate
Once a player has played enough to get comfortable with the sport and the different positions
they will probably have had a chance to try teammates and friends equipment out, giving
them a chance to feel the variations in heads. Players may want to upgrade to something that
allows more accurate shooting, passing, and picking up the ball a little easier. This is when
heads designed for position play with more durability will become more important.
Advanced
Lacrosse veterans may want to embrace even more advanced equipment. Advanced heads
can have more holes for stringing, rounded scoops, an aggressive pinch - each changing the
type of pocket the head offers. Many of these heads are designed with nuances by position
and your style of play as well. If you need help give us a call (855.255.5294 or drop us an
email questions@lax.com) so we can ascertain the players age, ability and position.
Regardless of your level of play, the head you use can make a big difference in your game
play, style and effectiveness at your position. You are going to want to choose one that
matches your experience level and position as best as possible. The angle, stiffness, width,
and weight are four factors you’ll want to focus on while deciding on a new head. Some heads
are lighter and faster, others are offer more control with a more rounded scoop and pinched
throat. Durability will also vary based on the quality of the material used in manufacturing the
head and the cost.
At Lax.com, our staff is experienced and informed about the nuances of each so feel free
to ask for some direction. We are here to help. Heads, sticks, and other equipment used in
lacrosse, are entirely individual choices so go with what feels right and fits your style of play.
Note: There are three categories of heads that meet
the guidelines for youth, high school and college
play. NFHS (not eligible for NCAA play but eligible for
Youth and High School), NCAA (meets the collegiate
standard for NCAA play) and NCAA + NFHS (more
commonly referred to as “Universal Heads” because
they are eligible at all levels of play). Any head you
purchase at LAX.com will clearly state in the product
details in which level of play it is legal to use.
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Boys’ Lacrosse Shafts
Click here to check out the top 5 shafts in lacrosse
Heads and stringing might be the most important piece of equipment for a boy’s youth
lacrosse player but shafts (or sticks) aren’t far behind for both boy’s and girls. Just like heads,
boys lacrosse shafts also vary based on position and the materials from which they are made.
But here is all you really need to know for a second year player.
GET THE LIGHTEST SHAFT YOU CAN AFFORD. YOUNGER PLAYERS HAVE NOT
DEVELOPED THE ARM STRENGTH TO HANDLE HEAVIER SHAFTS AND NEED THE
LIGHTEST POSSIBLE TECHNOLOGY TO HELP THEM DEVELOP FASTER.
Shafts vary in weight, length, and strength. The length varies based on position. Weight and
strength are based largely on the material of which the shaft is made. Most second-year
players will still be using the shorter 40” inch (attack/offensive) shafts. As players get older and
start to specialize in defensive play they will move on to longer 60” inch (defensive) shafts if
they play that position.
For those of you that want a quick rundown about what shafts are made out of and the
differences in the materials:
ALUMINUM ALLOY
This is the least durable of the sticks available but aluminum is lightweight and easy to handle,
making it perfect for a young, inexperienced player to learn the game and get comfortable
handling the shaft.
SCANDIUM ALLOY
The most popular shafts in lacrosse are made with scandium alloy. It’s lightweight but stronger
than aluminum. It’s also extremely durable.
TITANIUM
Advanced players like to use titanium sticks. Very light, yet durable, these sticks are great for
players who check and defend as part of their position and style of play.
CARBON FIBER/COMPOSITE
Intermediate to advanced players, along with attack players, gravitate toward sticks made
from carbon fiber. They’ve got natural grip properties and are unaffected by hot and cold
weather.
Learn More About The Difference Between Metal and Composite Shafts
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At this stage, you just need to concentrate on shafts that are LIGHT and INEXPENSIVE.
Some top sellers that we have had include: Nike Vandal, Warrior Burn Kryptolyte, Maverik
Mission Blank, and the STX Surgeon ScTi. If you still need assistance, or just want to speak
to a Pro, give us a call at 855.255.5294 and we will be glad to discuss the options that are
best for your player.
Best Lacrosse Shafts For Advancing Youth Players
A few other factors which will come down to personal preference as players get older and
more specified with shaft selection are:
GRIP is important in deciding on a shaft. Some sticks have a rubber type grip already, some
a sandpaper type of texture, and others a traditional smooth gloss. Players often create a grip
more to their liking by taping their stick.
SHAPE can affect the feel in your hands. A traditional octagon shape is popular but some
sticks are starting to use different shapes. There is no rule about which is best. It really comes
down to how it feels to you and how it impacts your ability to use the shaft the way you want.
For beginners, the rounded shapes seem to fit the best in smaller hands.
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Boys’ Lacrosse Gloves

The quality of the glove material, flexibility, fit, finish, and the amount of use they get, will
undoubtedly lead to how long a pair of gloves will last. Starter set gloves are really designed
to be used for one year only before a player moves on.
DECIDING ON THE RIGHT GLOVE
GLOVE COSTS
Gloves can start as low as $15 for starter gloves all the way up to $240 for elite level gloves.
As parents, you will want to consider the age of your child. Smaller children might be less
adept at handling their equipment and less coordinated overall. Purchasing an entry level
glove might suffice in providing them protection while learning the sport. Whether they are
new to the sport or not is also a big factor. A player who has gained some experience is more
likely to need an upgrade, due to wear and tear and their game changing, perhaps becoming
more aggressive and thus experiencing more contact during play. Lax.com recommends
gloves in the $70-$110 class for 2nd year players (unless in high school where up to $160
would be appropriate).
Click here for a short VIDEO and list of the best youth gloves on the market this season and
see why we picked them.

Brine King Glove

Vapor Elite Glove

Maverick Rome Glove

Nike Vapor Glove

STX Surgeon Glove
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GLOVE PROTECTION
Sure, gloves look pretty cool but the entire reason
for wearing them is to protect the player’s hands.
While most gloves should offer adequate protection
they are all different in weight, size and feel. The
position and style of play can make a difference
in choosing a glove that protects while giving
the player the kind of mobility they need to play
well. The fit is the most important - MAKE SURE
THE GLOVE COVERS THE FULL PALM OF THE
HAND.
*Note: Goalie gloves have a hardened thumb piece
that is a must for any age player in that position.

GLOVE COMFORT
An inexpensive, poorly made glove
or one that does not fit correctly
will make it harder to grip the stick
and can greatly diminish a player’s
effectiveness. For this reason, it is
good to read reviews and ratings for
gloves you are considering. Lax.com
offers a PRINTABLE LACROSSE
GLOVE SIZING GUIDE to help you.
Gloves come in 13” Large, 12” Medium, 10’ Small and 8” X-Small. This is the measurement
from the tip of the middle finger down to the end of the palm.
The gloves should be snug but not too tight. Ball your hand up in a fist when trying them on to
see if they are stiff. Most gloves will loosen up after they are broken in so account for some of
that when buying a new pair.
As a player evolves from beginner to more experienced, the type of glove they feel best in will
evolve as well. Parents should take note of this, budgeting for upgrading equipment as their
child grows in the sport. For example, some gloves offer the same protection but are far more
lightweight which makes them easier to play in without feeling vulnerable to injury.

Girl’s Gloves
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GLOVE GRIP
When hands easily slip and slide, it makes
graceful handling of the stick suffer. Cheap
materials will not only rip more easily, they will
make your hands a liability. While it can’t be
overstated how important it is to protect your
hands, it might be even more important to be
able to grip with them. While a very young
player might be able to get away with using
a cheaper glove for a short time, players
who are more active and apt to have greater
dexterity should be cautious about buying
something that is priced too low because the
quality is likely to be below what they need
and the gloves will need to be replaced much
sooner than a higher quality glove.
GLOVE VENTILATION
Something you may not immediately think
about is the way the material breathes.
Hands tend to sweat a great deal and
lacrosse is a very fast paced, active sport.
This can cause a player’s hands to slip
around on the shaft and make playing
frustrating. If a player is wearing a glove
that doesn’t ventilate well and isn’t a good
fit on their hand, they risk suffering from
blisters too. Also, a glove that doesn’t
breathe well is going to smell the longer it
is used. Make sure to look at the glove for
vents, most likely on the back palms and
even in the thumb area.

Boys Upgrade Equipment

Goggles
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GIRLS COMPLETE STICKS
For the ladies, we would not be doing our job if we told you that the lacrosse manufacturers
have severely neglected the starter set market for the younger girls. The starter sticks here
have some of the most challenging pockets we have ever seen. Since the girls usually spend
the first year learning how to scoop the ball and cradle, it’s ok to get by with a starter set
stick… but as soon as your player is starting to throw and catch a bit they will need a softer
pocket to have a decent shot at controlling the ball.
So what are the options? Well unfortunately the industry has also done a terrible job of
servicing the middle market, as well. The advanced youth pockets are just as hard and
unforgiving as the starter set stuff. Buying a $120 upgraded stick is almost as worthless as a
starter set.
About 4 years ago, STX came with an innovative, soft pocket and something called “10
Degree Technology” which permanently changed the game of women’s lacrosse. These
pockets were revolutionary as they cradled the ball up very high in a soft spot in the pocket
and allowed the girls almost similar control as the boys. It also gave them a higher release
point so their passes and shots were much more crisp. Catching and handling the ball was
also much easier.

Girls Upgrade Equipment

Girls Complete Sticks
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STX and the other companies focused all of their energies on this top level technology as
these pockets and sticks were literally flying off the shelves at $180 to $210. If you didn’t have
one, you were at a severe disadvantage. That still remains the case today, but there is now
four years worth of excellent models from the previous year that we can access at a fraction
of the price that have the same high, soft pocket and 10 degree technology, for about half the
price.
Enter the Lax.com WOMENS UPGRADED COMPLETE STICK (well, it’s actually a
combination of the top STX and Nike technologies from last year). This includes all the good
stuff we discussed above for $110 instead of the big collegiate and high school price tags
near $200. We realize that getting a second year player a $200 stick may be a bit overkill,
so we sourced collegiate level technology from last year and paired it with a Nike 10 degree
shaft and you now have a Girl’s Complete package that a collegiate player could use on the
field tomorrow... but is available today.
If you want to learn more about the upper end of Women’s Complete Lacrosse Sticks, check
out the video below.
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Part 2 After Year One
Your Child Made it Through Year One, Now What?
The first year of a new sport is where a player learns the fundamentals of the game, the rules
and their own interest in continuing. Most parents have been through the process of their
child trying something out, seeing if they like it and then either continuing or losing interest.
Here are a few things to be mindful of as you move on to year #2.
LEARN THE SPORT
You don’t have to become
an expert but, if you haven’t
already, learn the basic
rules of the game so you will
understand the role your child
plays on the team and be able
to communicate better with him
or her. USLACROSSE.ORG is
a good resource for articles and
rules-related information.
TALK WITH THE COACHES
Don’t be one of those parents - the kind that bully coaches on behalf of their kid - but do open
a line of communication with them. Make sure they feel supported and let them know that
they can talk to you about the needs your child has as a member of the team. If the coach
suggests more individual practice drills at home to develop skills, encourage your child to
follow through. Be respectful of the coach’s authority as the team leader and if you ever have
real concerns talk privately with them to try and get on the same page.
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VOLUNTEER
If you want to be more involved then ask about volunteering
for a youth league or team. If your own interest in the sport
increases enough, you might want to coach. Seek out the
opportunity but make sure it is for the right reasons.
ENCOURAGING AN EARLY BLOOMER
If you have a child who displays an exceptional talent for
the game, find the right ways to encourage them without
creating a stressful set of expectations or demands on
them. Don’t let them overtrain. Encourage other activities.
Many high school and collegiate coaches really look for
multi-sport athletes. It is great to be good at something
and be passionate about improving, take lessons with other
teammates, but balance is important as well.
ENCOURAGING THE LATE BLOOMER
Perhaps your kid is an average or below average players but excited about the sport, praise
their dedication and work ethic. Encourage them to do drills. It is a great opportunity to get
some fun one on one time with your child if you too can grab a stick and learn to do some
fundamental drills with them. Praise the effort not the results. There are many really good
athletes that take up lacrosse in high school. Basketball players and football kids in particular
can be extremely valuable for their footwork and athleticism.
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Part 3 Basic Offense for Young Players
Basic Offensive Lacrosse Strategy For Young Players
Lacrosse is a game of speed and movement, the pace usually quite up tempo so don’t stand
still. As you learn play concepts you will focus on execution but the first thing any lacrosse
player should adopt in their game is to always be moving. If you are not then you are wrong. It
is that simple.
Girls Lacrosse Cleats
Boys Lacrosse Cleats
As a target, meaning you are making yourself available to receive a pass from a teammate,
give the passer something to aim for akin to a baseball catcher, even while still moving. By
moving you make the defense play you every second. They have to account for where you
are and cover you. This keeps the defender’s attention on you rather than another teammate
or focusing on playing a team centered defense. So, again, never stand still.
When you have the ball run at all times unless the coach tells you to slow it down. If you want
to pass, a good tip is to move hard toward the net, as if you will take a shot, then create space
by cutting back and making your pass. Set your hips and follow through on the pass.
When passing make sure it is crisp and aim high.
This gives your teammate a better chance to avoid
fighting for control of the ball against an opponent.
Make sure to always pass using an overhand
throw. This will make the ball easy to catch without
any side spin. Above all else, make sure to be
focused and accurate in passing and refrain
from passing the ball to a covered teammate just
because you need to unload the ball.
On the receiving end, catch each pass moving
toward the ball and circle away from the defender
upon gaining control of it. Much like the rule of
constantly being active, moving, never standing
still, always be ready for the ball. The game moves
fast. Players make quick decisions. You might be a
better option than you think at any given moment
so always expect the ball is coming to you.
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When you do have the ball, have a plan. If you aren’t going to dodge your defender, look
to pass. Don’t hold onto the ball for no reason. If the teammate who just sent you the pass
moves toward the net and has open space, look to get the ball to them for the shot. Always be
moving and always be thinking and planning the next step.
Another important element that isn’t always intuitive for some players, is to spread out.
Creating space is important as it gives more room to work in where good things can happen.
This is one of the reasons you will always want to be moving, finding open space and making
yourself available to receive the ball. This is the single most important tip for newer players!!
Hustle is the name of the game. Once
you know the rules and are comfortable
with the fundamentals of the game, you
can never go wrong if you make a point
to always be the player who outworks,
outmaneuvers and outplays everyone
else. Move constantly and with purpose.
Hustle to loose balls, create opportunities
and have fun.

Lacrosse Cleats

RUN AND GUN
You see this in sports like basketball, where
a team might have a number of exceptional
shooters so they push the ball up the court
constantly to increase their scoring opportunities.
A run and gun approach in lacrosse is much the
same. Fast midfielders and attackmen who are
skilled passers with good field vision are essential
to using this strategy. An aggressive defense
and goalie who can make outlet passes are
other critical elements to a fast paced offensive
strategy. Creating turnovers and being effective in
transitions is imperative.
BASIC OFFENSE
The name of the game is scoring but each team may approach
this differently based on the skillset of its players.
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Teams that run this style of offense must be in great condition as the pace is relentless and
wearing down their opponent becomes an asset as the game progresses.
SET OFFENSE/ SLOW AND DELIBERATE
This strategy allows teams to control the pace of the game by keeping the ball away from
their opponents and protecting weaknesses in their own team. A below average goalie and
defense can make running a more deliberate offense crucial. Where the run and gun style
leaves a lot of room for improvisation and risk taking, this approach requires more coaching
and a practiced series of designed plays. It’s a more disciplined approach to the game for
sure.
COMBINATION
Some of the best teams adopt a combination of the two strategies, allowing them to shift
gears when the score or conditions of the game change.
DEFENSE
There are two basic kinds of defense, man-to-man and zone.
MAN-TO-MAN
Every defensive player is responsible for guarding a single player on the opposite team. They
slide to cover when a player has been beaten by his opponent. This is the most common
defense because it allows for more turnovers to be created because of the aggressive nature
of the man to man approach to defense.
The reason a team might not want to use a man defense is if they are playing a team that is
astute at running pick plays and screens it can expose slower defensive players and create
mismatches.
ZONE DEFENSE
Just like it sounds, a zone defense employs a strategy where instead of guarding a specific
offensive player the defensive player covers a particular space or zone. This is a much more
team orientated defense which can help hide weaker defensive players and slow down fast
moving offenses. You will hear the term “slide” frequently in lacrosse. That is when the goalie
or coach call for one defender to leave his man and help defend the player with the ball.
Many of the other players on the team will then “rotate” or fill in for the player who left to help.
This will leave an offensive player alone ( hopefully far away from the ball ) and the defense
will then “recover” to get to that man before the ball gets to him.

STX Ball Wall

Corner Targets
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Part 4 Multi-Sport Athletes
Why Lacrosse For The Multi-Sport Athlete?
It used to be a given that kids who played sports would participate in whatever caught their
attention, often playing a different sport based on the time of year. Somewhere along the way,
specialization became the focus for many athletes, with many players choosing to focus on
just one sport all year round. But is that a good idea?
When you speak to coaches, most seem to agree that kids who play multiple sports are more
appealing to be recruited at the college level and even drafted into professional leagues.
However, there is a lot of pressure to play one sport year round so parents and athletes
should consider the reasons to play multiple sports for as long as possible.
COMPETITION
Competing is at the heart of every sport. Whether it’s an individual sport like tennis or team
sport like lacrosse, competing is the motivation that drives sport. It is why they keep score.
With team sports this extends to the competition for playing time and even a spot on the
roster.
COACHING
By participating in multiple sports it gives kids a chance to be around a variety of different
coaches. This gives athletes a chance to interact to see how coaches vary in their
philosophies and ways of motivating their players. It puts kids in a position to learn how to
cope with different personalities while also learning about their own personality and what they
respond best to.

UNDERRATED HEADS OF 2016
Pick Up These Heads at Lax.com Today!

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Brine Clutch 4
Warrior Evo 3X
Brine King
STX Surgeon 10 500
Under Armour UA Command
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CROSS TRAINING
Each sport offers a chance to develop skills, from basic hand-eye coordination to footwork,
conditioning and using your non dominant hand. With every sport requiring different types of
conditioning, some more stamina, others speed or strength or perhaps a combination. Most
coaches agree that multi sport players are more likely to have better athleticism than those
who focus on just a single sport.
WHAT’S THE HURRY?
Once a kid makes the decision to specialize in a particular sport, the concern is that it
becomes much more like a job. To be sure, there are kids who excel at a single sport and are
perfectly content to dedicate themselves to only that activity but most kids are not going to get
a scholarship or go pro and even if they are, why accelerate the process of turning the sport
they love into a something more like a job.
LACROSSE AND MULTI SPORT PARTICIPATION
According to USA Lacrosse, “in 2014, the United States Olympic Committee conducted a
survey of athletes that competed for the United States in the Olympics from 2000 until 2012.
Not only did they participate in multiple sports when they were younger, but they continued
playing multiple sports through their teens.”
This would seem to support the idea that multi sport athletes are more likely to reach greater
levels of competition, in this case the Olympic team, than athletes who focus on just one sport
at an early age. By playing a number of different types of sports through high school, it seems
as though it increases their chances for success once they reach college level competition,
which is where the demands of the sport are likely to require they specialize on just lacrosse.
Lacrosse is a game that requires speed, agility, great hand-eye coordination and lots of
stamina. Almost any other sport is a great compliment to your lacrosse game for any of those
reasons. Sports like soccer, hockey and basketball share some fundamental similarities
with the sport of lacrosse which can make the crossover appeal and benefit even more
pronounced.
The consensus seems to be that playing more than one sport is the best way to go for all but
the very few. Most people aren’t going to make a career of lacrosse or any sport they pick up
so it makes sense to be mindful of why we play sports in the first place - to compete and to
have fun.

Helmets for Beginners
Women’s Cascade Helmet
Chrome Facemask
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Part 5 Beyond Youth Play
Lacrosse Beyond Youth Play
High School girls’ and boys’ lacrosse teams account for nearly 200,000 total players across
the country and growing. The prospects for kids graduating from youth leagues to high school
and college programs are fairly good if they want to work hard.
SCHOLARSHIPS TO COLLEGE
There is a lot of hype around this issue. Most will tell you that the full ride scholarship is a
myth. However, partial scholarships are not and playing on a college team is definitely not.
Athletes who play lacrosse in high school stand a better chance of playing the sport at the
college level than basketball, football and baseball players. 13.1% of boys will make a college
team and 13.9% of girls.
TIPS FROM EXPERTS
Players that want to be recruited to college programs need to be proactive about their own
development as players and showcasing their skills.

5 Best Advancing Gloves

Beginner Lacrosse Sets

PRACTICE
Experts agree that practice is almost more important than game play. Being able to use the
non-dominant hand effectively is a major benefit that will present a player with more scoring
and passing opportunities. Players should run drills on their own time, becoming better at
handling the stick, passing, shooting etc.

Consider custom stringing for boys/mens lacrosse sticks
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WORK ETHIC
Players should work hard every single day to get better. One needs to put the work in to reap
the rewards. Integrity, as they say, is what you are doing when nobody is watching. The thing
about practicing on your own is that it becomes evident when players are on the field just how
much work they have put into becoming a more skilled player.
MULTI-SPORT ATHLETE
Players should explore multiple sports. Coaches love athletes and the best athletes tend to
play many sports and perform fairly well at all of them. Specialization is over-rated by many
as a key to advancing one’s athletic career. Players should have fun and put the work in at
strengthening their skills at mutliple sports.

SHOWCASE SKILLS
It may sound obvious, but if coaches can’t see a player perform, then they can’t recruit them.
Film your child’s games, make a highlight reel, but also keep complete games for viewing as
well. This gives coaches a chance to see how complete a player is rather than just his or her
“greatest hits.”
Sign up for a profile with the NCAA Eligibility Center and keep it updated. Stay informed
about the eligibility requirements for NCAA play and educate yourself about the financial
opportunities available for your child. Again, full scholarships are rare but some financial,
merit, or athletic aid is available to those who earn it.
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HAVE FUN WHEN THIS ALL GETS STARTED - THAT INCLUDES YOU, TOO, PARENTS!
Sports teach many great life lessons and can be some of the best memories of your
childhood. Things will get serious enough, so try and concentrate on all the positive aspects.
Hard work, encouragement… don’t be one of those parents who incite burn out for kids at a
young age. The more you encourage and support them, the more they will enjoy the sport,
and life in general. There will be plenty of time later and the kids usually end up putting
enough pressure on themselves as they get older and more competitive.
If you have any questions or need any advice regarding any of the technology or concepts
in the eBook series, or even just want to talk lacrosse, give us a call at 855-255-5294 and
we can put you on with real collegiate players and coaches that know the game and can
help guide you through the process. We may be the largest name in lacrosse, but we run our
business like a family. We want to hear from you and help the sport that we love so much
grow.
Thanks for reading and See You On the FIELDS!!

~ Team Lax.com
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We hope you enjoyed this eBook for parents. Please share it!
For more valuable lacrosse information for parents, please visit our website
LAX.com strives to be the most authentic online retailer, selling the latest products from the
top manufactures. We have a state of the art showroom, at our warehouse, if you would like
to check out some of the latest gear in lacrosse. If you are looking to place a team order or
receive a quote for a team sales purchase send an email to teamsales@lax.com. Be sure to
provide your name, contact information, and team information. We will have a member of our
sales team contact you personally.
Our address is:
345 Wilson Avenue (For GPS put in: 20 Sheehan Ave, Norwalk CT)
Norwalk, CT 06854
Our contact information is:
203-588-9861 (local)
855-255-5294 (toll free)
questions@lax.com (E-Commerce Questions)
teamsales@lax.com (Team Sale Questions)
To set up an appointment with a Pro email: bbutler@lax.com.
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